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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND TO THE PRESENT STtr.:l"! 
INTRODUCTION. 
One of the characteristics of programs carried on under the 
auspices of an agency practicing Social Group Work is that each pro-
gram is seen as a means to an end. As differentiated from pure and 
simple programs of recreation, for example, the practice of group 
work implies more or less speciftc goals, and program activities are 
carried on in terms of these goals.1 The particular goals may vary from 
agency to agency, from one group to another within an agency, and, to 
some extent, from Worker to Worker. 
In the case of the agency within which this study was conducted, 
there are more than one set of goals. In so far as the YMYWHA Community 
Center of Brockton attempts to practice Social Group Work, its activities 
are directed towards the intra-personal, inter-personal, and societal 
goals which are inherent in group work practice. As a constituent of 
the National Jewish Welfare Board, it accepts the latter's Statement 
of Principles.2 As an agency of the Jewish community of Brockton, it is 
committed to serve the particular needs of its membership. 
But whatever the particular goals towards which a particular 
program is set up, the process of working towards these goals is not a 
linear one. In an agency such as this, each program elicits responses 
1. See Grace Coyle, Group Work with American Youth, Chapter III, 
for a discussion of some of these goals. 
2. Statement of Principles on_Jewish Center Purpose~ National 
Council of the Jewish Welfare Board. 
2 
from the very persons whom the program serves. These responses stimu-
late changes in the approaches of the staff members involved, and so on. 
The tool employed for measuring the degree of progress a pro-
gram has made towards its goals, and the extent to which a program is 
helping satisfy those needs which it is set up to help satisfy, is re-
search. Used in this sense, research includes formal attempts at or-
dered study, such as this one, the less formal periodic reviews made by 
staff members, and the ongoing, sometimes highly impressionistic, evalu-
ation which is a part of the responsibilities of every Worker. It is 
research which enables an agency, utilizing the insights and skills of 
its staff, to change, grow, start new programs, end old ones, and con-
fi . 0 3 stantly re ne ~ts serv~ces. 
In the present study, a program had been set up by the Center. 
It was kno~n to the writer that rather clearly defined goals, derived 
from the staff's diagnosis of the needs of the community, had governed 
the inception of the program. The program had started, as an entity, 
in the Spring of 1954 and had continued through the end of December, 
1956. The writer, who was responsible for the program during the 1956-
57 program year, and other members of the staff, were questioning the 
degree to which the program was, and had been, successful in meeting 
its goals. 
GOALS OF THE STUDY. 
The problems posed, then, were two. First, to what extent had 
the "Friday Funday" program of the YMYWHA Center been able to fulfill 
3. cf. Ralph Kolodny, "The Research Process--an Aid in Daily Practice; 
·o ~-~~,::,~~~ ~13- ':, Po_~ 5 I :f3 /C. ,'_',?,:!,~L-~~-b=/ ~9.;_3. _ _ _ _ 
its goals? Second, how could this be measured? It was not expected that, 
with either question, rigorous and definitive answers could be arrived 
at. Because of the constant and ongoing process of review referred to 
above, however, it was felt that even tentative findings, couched in 
terms of possibilities rather than of facts, would be helpful at this 
point. 
As the first step, the writer tried to assemble as much of the 
recorded material about the program as possible. Seemingly b,y aOdident, 
among the records written by a Student from a School of Social v~ork who 
had been the Worker responsible for the program during 1954-55, there 
was a piece of paper containing notes which the -W>orker had prepared for 
a parents' meeting during March, 1954. The Worker had listed the goals 
of the program in the form in which he wished to present them to the 
parents. These were: "1. Reaching as many youngsters as possible, 2. Ex-
posing youngsters to different levels and types of group activit~" It 
was decided to study Friday Funday in terms of these two goals. Later, 
a third goal of Friday Funday, one which the Worker had apprently not 
seen fit to share with the parents, was included: preparing children far 
future participation in clubs. 
For the most part, then, this study was to be concerned with 
measuring "success" and "lack of success 11 in relation to these t.Ju>ee 
goals. It soon became apparent that, in order to do this, the goals of 
the program would have to be temporarily redefined. Operational defini-
tiona would have to be made of these broad concepts. 
4. Further material was found, but these goals were almost unchanged • 
3 
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THE AGENCY AND THE COMMUNITY. 
In order to achieve a perspective view, before starting to delve 
into methodological problems, the writer would like briefly to examine 
the setting of this study. In 1952 a Social Work Student, placed at 
the Center, described the overall community as follows: 
"The city of Brockton, with a population of sixty-three thousand, 
lies just beyond the main commuting fringe of metropolitan Boston on the 
South Shore of Massachusetts ••• The population of the greater Brockton 
area is about one hundred and twenty thousand."5 
The Center is housed in a three-story brick building close to 
the shopping center of Brockton, and in an older adjacent building. 
Although it is a specifically Jewish Community Center, there are no 
qualifications for membership, religious or otherwise. The "junior mem-
bership"(nursery through High School Age) is preponderately, though not 
entirely, Jewish. 
From the point of view of the overall community, the function 
of the YMYWHA Community Center has been defined as "to serve Greater 
Brockton through recreational, informal educational, social, health, 
physical education, guidance, and cultural activities."6 In addition 
to the full-time staff, a Student, and about twenty paid and volunteer 
leaders have responsibilities in connection with the programs. The 
membership of the Center consists of about five hundred fifty men, five 
hundred women, and six hundred "juniors". 
5. Leonard Romney, The Development of a Manual for the Volunt•er 
Leader at the Brockton ~RA Community Center, page 6. 
6. Brockton Community Council, A Directory of Social Services in 
the Brockton Area, page 22. An extensive account of the history and 
development of the Center may be found in Romney, op. cit., Chapters 
I and III. 
4 
In 1952, the Center's programs were summarized as including va-
rious sorts of "friendship clubs, bowling leagues, Vacation ~eek pro-
grams, parties, family programs, swimming instruction ••• drama workshops, 
summer day camp.?." In recent years a nursery school has been added, and 
the program for children continually increased. A major emphasis has 
been placed upon the development of a group-work focussed club program. 
In its planning, and publicity, the agency has stressed the idea of pro-
viding services to each age-group at a level appropriate for them. 
EVOLUTION OF FRIDAY FUNDAY. 
During the program year 1953-54, a Social Work Student had, as 
one of her responsibilities, supervision of the Youth Lounge. The Lounge 
consisted of a fairly large area containing some game equipment, tables, 
chairs, and whatever equipment the Worker had brought in. Judging 
from her records, the Worker's function seems to have been to work with 
those children, of whatever age, who came to the Lounge, and to help 
them plan and carry out those activities which they wanted to at the 
time. Gradually, as she noted in her records, it became clear to her 
that there were two main groups of children using the Lounge. One was 
largely made up of children of Junior High School age. The second was 
made up of boys and girls in the first, second, and third grades at 
school. During the month of February, 1954, the Worker started refer-
ring to this latter group as Friday Funday (FFD). One may assume that 
she had consulted her supervisor, the Executive Director, and that the 
agency as a whole concurred in her decision to initiate this program. 
7. L. Romney, op. cit., page 9. 
The group known as Friday Funday, which varied in size between four and 
about twenty children, met for the remainder of the year every Friday 
afternoon, and carried out activities which the leader had planned 
alone, or jointly with the children. 
With the beginning of the program year 1954-55 another Student, 
a man, became the Worker, and Friday Funday was announced by the agency 
as one of its regular activities. Membership was open, as it remained, 
to all Center members who are in the first, second, or third grades. 
During this year the large group was broken down into smaller ones, 
the division usually being made along interest lines, and mothers were 
asked to help with these smaller groups. The Worker organized a Com-
mittee of mothers to assist with planning and carrying out the group's 
activities. A paid, part-time leader was obtained in December, 1954, 
and she worked with FFD through the end of the program year in May. 
During the 1955-56 season, the person responsible for the 
overall Friday Funday program was a full-time member of the Center's 
professional staff. Different persons were employed as leaders at 
different times but, at all times, at least one leader worked with the 
program, in addition to the Worker. While it is not clear at what 
point, the Committee of mothers had become, by the end of the year, a 
dead letter. The upper floor of the Center's old building, which had 
been redecorated for use by the Nursery School, was used as the meeting-
place for FFD. Apparently, the total group was again often broken down 
into smaller groups along interest lines. That is, those children who 
were interested in crafts activities might •eet in one room, those in 
6 
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preparing a dramatic skit in another room, and so on. There were frequent 
•mass activities• for the entire FFD group. In order to become a member 
of Friday Funday, a child had merely to appear at a meeting. 
At the beginning of the 1956-57 season, the writer, a Student, 
was given overall responsibility for the program. A paid, part-time 
leader assisted. During the period from October to December, 1956, 
parents were not asked to assist witn the program to any extent. Once 
in a while the total group would be broken down along interest lines, 
but, for the most part, the entire group was together. 
From the beginning, each Worker had available to him certain 
channels for publicizing the program, and recruiting members for it. 
Items concerning the program often written by the Worker, would appear 
periodically ,in the weekly House Organ. Occassionally, short items 
concerning special activities would appear in the local daily newspaper. 
Notices were sometimes mimeographed, and distributed. In addition, a 
Worker would frequently approach directlY either children or parents in 
order to interest them in the program. 
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY. 
Some of the problems of method encountered in this study have 
been mentioned, and will be discussed in succeeding chapters. Broadly 
speaking, however, the basic problems centered around making the scope 
of the study limited enough that a coherent study could be made. In 
narrowing the scope, the following areas were eliminated: 
(1) The degree of skill and competence of the individual Workers 
and leaders will not be mentioned. This area, of course, is a very dif-
7 
--- t: _. 
fieult one to measure. Partly for this reason, "the Worker" will be 
treated as a constant factor. 
(2) The degree of involvement of parents in the program, the ef-
fects of contemporaneous developments of other programs in the agency 
and community, and various physical factors such as the weather will not 
be considered. To include these areas would have meant the investment 
of an amount of time which was not available. In the case of factors 
such as the weather, it was felt that these would tend to cancel out over 
the two-year period being considered. 
(3) The factor of supervision, both of the Workers and by the Wor-
kers, will not be included. In addition to the difficulties of measure-
ment, the writer felt that he would be introducing a biased judgment 
since he is aimself a Student. 
(4) The collateral activities of Workers with regard to FFD--home 
visits, publicity, individual contacts, discussion within staff, etc.-
will not be considered.8 
(5) No attempt will be made to assess the soundness of particular 
activities, ways of conceiving of the program, in terms of the broader 
principles of Social Group Work practice. The only judgments to be 
made will be with regard to the three goals of FFD which have been lis-
ted. 
The writer considers the above limitations serious ones. Some 
of the above excluded factors could be considered keys to the overall 
8. Of course, these collateral activities are carried on by any 
staff member responsible for any of the Center's program, at least to 
some extent. 
8 
success or failure of the program. The justification for these exclusions 
lies in the fact that, by excluding these areas, the writer felt he could 
make ordered sense out of the mass of data. Whether justified or not, 
however, these exclusions seriously limit the definitiveness of the 
findings of this study. The writer will, therefore, attempt to avoid 
stating his findings except in carefully spelled-out terms. 
SUMMARY • 
• 
It was decided to study the Friday Funday program at the Brock-
ton YMYWHA Community Center in terms of the degree to which it had been 
able to achieve its goals. The goals to be considered were listed as: 
{1) Reaching as many (appropriate-aged) ch~dren as possible, 
{2) Exposing these children to different levels and types of group 
activity, 
{3) Preparing these children for future participation in clubs. 
The setting and evolution of Friday Funday were described, and 
limitations of the approach chosen discussed. 
9 
10 
CHAPTF.R. II. 
MATERIALS AVAILABLE AND METHODS OF THE STUDY 
MATFJUALS AVAILABLE. 
It was not possible to assemble a complete and full set of re-
corded material covering Friday Funday for each meeting that was held. 
This is due to the fact that, after all, FFD was not carried out as a 
research project, but as a service program set in a busy community agency. 
Because of the variations in quantity and quality of recorded material, 
each of the following chapters will be able to treat only certain periods 
in the history of FFD. The following listing of the materials which were 
found may serve to make the reasons for this clearer: 
(1) For the year 1953-54, the only records were narrative records of 
group meetings. These records are quite brief, some being only half of a 
typewritten page. While individuals are often mentioned in these records, 
they are listed by first names only. No weekly attendance-rosters were 
found. Because of the lack of rosters, it was deemed inadvisable to in-
elude this year when studying the number of children "reached". Also, 
since the narrative records were so brief, it was deemed inadvisable to 
include data from this program year when listing activities carried out, 
since there must have been many activities which were not recorded. 
(2) For the program year 1954-55, much more extensive recorded mate-
rial was found. In addition to rather full, "process" recording of the 
group meetings--usually ranging from two to four typewritten double-
; spaced paged--there were several rosters, prepared at different times of 
the year. The roster which was used in determining the number of children 
..... __.._. -·-···-...  ., ____ .. 
9 
"reached" bore the date February 18, 1955, and the legend "only the names 
of children who have attended meetings within the last month are included 
on this list." 
In addition, the 1954-55 folder also contained records of su-
pervisory conferences with the part-time leader, copies of publicity ma-
terials, notes taken by the Worker, a job description of the part-time 
leader, etc. While these materials were not directly used in this study, 
there were helpful in helping the writer gain an overall perspective on 
what was going on. 
(3) For the program year 1955-56, there were no "process" records 
written by the Worker about the group. There were about ten short re-
cords written by different part-time leaders at different times. The 
obvious variations in skill at recording between these untrained leaders 
obviated the use of these records. There was a roster purporting to 
list the children registered (though not necessarily attending) as of 
November 18, 1955. This roster was taken as the basis for the attendance 
figures for this year. There were also available, for this year, atten-
dance-rosters of the other Grammar School groups during this year, and 
some of these were used in attempting to determine the effects of prior 
participation in FFD upon future participation in clubs. 
(4) For the program year 1956-57, the end of December, 1956, was 
selected as the termination of the period to be studied. It was felt 
that for the writer to be examining his own recorded materials so soon 
9. The operational definition of "reaching" employed by the writer 
will be discussed under "Methods of the Study". 
---· ---··-~· 
..... _,_. --··- -' 
11 
after writing them would introduce an emotional factor of bias. The 1956-
57 rosters and attendance lists, however, were used. 
(5) It has been the practice of the agency office to keep a "Junior 
Membership Master List", which is revised periodically during each year. 
For the year 1954-55, a list was found dated March, 1955. It contained 
the child's name and address, as well as various information about whe-
ther his dues were paid. For 1951-56, and 1956-57, lists were found 
dated respectively May 1956, and February, 1957. In addition to the 
child's name and address, these last two lists contained also the child's 
school grade. The percentage figures which will be found in the chapter 
dealing with the number of children reached are based on these Master 
Lists. 
METHODS OF THE STUDY. 
Carrying out any piece of research, no matter how extensive or 
how limited, involves reaking the overall problem down into research 
wer't 
questions whichAanswerable from the data available. It has been pointed 
out, for many years, that posing specific, answerable research questions 
in Social Group Work presents particular problems because of the broad, 
sweeping nature of the concepts which underly group work practice~°For 
the group worker works with people, and it is indeed very difficult to 
give specific, definitive 'answers' about peopae. One prominent writer 
on Social Group Work has defined criteria for the practice in terms such 
as "the members of the group enjoy status and a relationship of mutual 
10. See, for example, H. B. Tracker (ed.), Group Work: foundations 
and Frontiers, Part II, Introduction. 
12 
acceptance which makes for social adjustment", "the worker must develop 
11 
an effective working relationship with the members of the group", etc. 
In redefining these, or other principles of group work, so as to make 
them answerable in the context of a limited study, many things are lost. 
Most often, what can be lost is the general applicability of the findings. 
Since the definitions apply only to one specific situation, the findings 
apply only to the same situation. 
This process was at work in the present study. Perhaps discus-
sion of one operational redefinition employed in this study will serve 
to clarify. 
One of the goals of Friday Funday was "reaching kids". "Reaching" 
is a term often employed in group work practice, though somewhat vaguely 
defined. Were the writer to take the liberty to define "reaching" so 
that it would be acceptable to many practitioners, his definition would 
resemble "involving children in a program so that their participation 
becomes meaningful emotionally to them." Defined in these terms, "rea-
ching" becomes an important aspect of practice. For if a child does not 
become involved in an agency's program, the program's effect upon him 
can only be an indirect one, at best. But, one cannot inquire of a child 
how emotionally meaningful participation in Friday Funday two years ago 
was to him. And it is, even if the researcher is not limited in time 
and competence as this one was, a risky matter to judge the depth of 
emotional involvement of a specific child from a process record of a 
11. H. B. Trecker, Social Group Work Principles and Practice, 
Chapter 7. 
13 
group meeting. 
In seeking for a redefinition of "reaching", the writer decided 
to limit its meaning to a measure of the physical presence of a child at 
Friday Funday often enough that the Worker came to consider the child a 
member. In simplest terms, if a child became a member, he was "reached". 
If he didn't come, or came once or twice and never again, he was not 
"reached". This is clearly a gross oversimplification, and the writer 
holds no brief for this definition. Its only virtue is that it makes 
the degree of success measurable. 
This study contains several such redefinitions. The writer will 
take pains to point out where they have been employed. In one sense, kee-
ping in mind that one of the goals of this study is to see whether a pro-
gram such as Friday Funday is studyable, the need for these redefini tiona 
in itself constitutes one of the findings of the study. 
The succeeding chapters, respectively, will consider the success 
or lack of success of Friday Funday, in different years, in "reaching 
children", "exposing them to different levels and types of group acti-
vity", and "preparing them for future participation in clubs." 
SUMMARY. 
The recorded materials available to the writer were listed, and 
it was pointed out that no two years are represented by the same sorts of 
records, so that the three years cannot all be studied with regard to 
the same criteria. The discussion of the methods pointed out that each 
of the three goals being studied had to be redefined in more specific 
terms, and that these redefinitions will li.mi t the applicability of the 
14 
CHAPTER III. 
AN EVALUATION OF FRIDAY FUNDAY 1S SUCCESS IN 'REACHING CHILDREN' 
INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter will study the relative proportions of the poten-
tial number of children reached by Friday Funday during the program years 
1954-55, 1955-56, and the Fall of 1956. Of course, there is no objec-
tive yardstick as to what constitutes a satisfactory percentage. Also, 
it is probable that no program can ever be so appealing as to reach all 
of the potential children. However, reaching a larger percentage repre-
sents more success, and reaching a smaller percentage less success. 
In a way it is impossible accurately to assess the potential, 
reachable number of first, second, and third grade boys and girls. The 
writer once inadvertently referred to this potential as "all the young-
s ters this age in the communi ty11 , and this is true, in a sense. For 
the purposes of this chapter, however, the "potential" refers to the 
total number of children of appropriate school grade who were members of 
the agency during the respective program years. The inaccuracies intro-
duced are many. To cite just one, it is possible that children become 
members, or withdraw, during the program year. However, since the total 
membership is definable, and since it consists of children who have some 
interest in the agency's program \or whose parents do), it was chosen as 
the potential. 
THE DATA. 
Because of the absence of a roster for 1953-54, this year was 
excluded. The 1954-55 Friday Funday did have a roster, but neither the 
. ·- . - .. -~-· -~-- --·~--" 
........ --··--"-- ----· . --"~~-- . ----·--- -~ 
roster nor the Junior Membership Master List listed children by school 
grade. Table I, therefore, does not break down the membership of FFD 
by school grade: 
TABLE I 
FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD GRADE MEMBERSHIP IN THE YJ4YWHA COMMUNITY 
CENTER DURING THE PROGRAM YEAR 1954-55, AND THE PROPORTION WHO 
PARTICIPATED IN FRIDAY FONDA!. 
School B 0 y 8 G i r 1 s 
Gracie No. No. in FFD Pet Cent No. No. in FFD Per Cent 
First 15 
Second 15 
Third 
...ll... 
Total 
...2l.... 
-
-
...z&_ 
-
..1tl.. 
14 
14 
..ll.. 
..Al.. 
Grand Total: No, of' members. , • , 
No. involved in FFD • • 
Per cent involved in FFD • 
- -
- -
~ ....2l... 
• .102 
• • 51 
• • 50 
For the program year 1955-56, it was possible to list the FFD 
membership by school grade: 
TABLE II 
FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD GRADE MEMBERSHIP IN THE YMn'HA COMMUNITY 
CENTER DURING THE PROGRAM YEAR 1955-56, AND THE PROPORTION ~RO 
PARTICIPATED IN FRIDAY FUNDAY. 
School B 0 y s G i r 1 s 
Gra<ie No. No.:. ill FFD Per Cent No. No. in FFD Per Cent 
First 16 5 31 16 4 25 
Second 30 9 30 34 6 18 
Third ~ _it_ ...!§... __gg_ _]_ ...li... 
Total .M_ 
..JL ..2§_ _2JL ..JL ...&_ 
Grand Total: No. of members. • • .138 
No. involved in FFD • • • • 35 
Per cent involved in FFD . • 25 
16 
Table III gives the coDresponding statistics as of January, 
1957: 
TABLE III 
FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD GRADE MEMBERSHIP IN THE Y~~A COMMUNITY 
CENTER AS OF JANUARY, 1957, AND THE PROPORTION WHO WERE MEMB.E;RS 
OF FRIDAY FUNDAY. 
B o y s G i r 1 s School 
Grade No. No. in FFD Per Cent No. No. in FFD Per Cent 
First 
Second 
Third 
Total 
11 
16 
~ 
46 
19 
_M_ 
2lt.... 
Grand Total: No. of members. • 
No. involved in FFD 
10 
15 
..1i._ 
~ 
• 
Per cent involved in FFD • 
DISCUSSION. 
2 20 
2 1.3 
__&__ _g],_ 
_.!Q_ 
...!9.... 
.109 
• 2.3 
• 21 
According to Table I, FFD during the 1954-55 season reached 
fifty per cent of its potential: forty-three per cent of the boys, and 
sixty-one per cent of the girls. Overall, the writer considers this 
percentage to be a high one, and an indication of considerable success 
in reaching children. There does not seem to be any explanation of the 
fact that the percentage is larger for girls than for boys. There is 
a temptation to explain this fact in terms of a more general readiness 
on the part of the girls for group acti'rlty, but this is not born out 
by the statistics for the two succeeding years. 
Table II shows that the proportion reached during the 1955-56 
season had dropped to twenty-five per cent, exactly ha~ of the previous 
year's figure. This twenty-five per cent was composed of twenty-five 
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per cent of the girls and twenty-six per cent of the boys. The lack of 
success during this year is further shown by the fact that the potential 
had increased by thirty-aix children since the previous year, while the 
number of children partici9ating in FFD had dropped from fifty-one to 
thirty-five. 
During the first half of the 1956-57 season, both the number 
and percentage of children participating in FFD dropped still further: 
to twenty-three and twenty-one, respectively. A slightly larger percen-
tage of boys than girls were reached by the program: twenty-four to 
nineteen per cent, respectively. 
To sum up, then, Friday Funday was effective in reaching a 
large proportion--one-half-- of its potential during the 1954-55 season, 
much less effective during 1955-56, when it reached one quarter, and 
still less effective during the Fall of 1956, when it reached about one 
fifth. Some hints as to reasons may be found in the statistics on the 
composition of the total membership during these three years. During 
1954-55, each sex-grade group was within the range of thirteen to fiftee n 
children, except for the third grade boys, who were thirty-one. During 
1955-56, the range was from sixteen to twenty-two, except for second 
grade girls and boys, who were thirty-four and thirty, respectively. As 
of January, 1957, the range was ten to sixteen, exc~pt for the third 
grade boys and girls, who were twenty-eight and twenty-nine, respectively. 
During 1955-56, FFD was particularly ineffective in reaching the second 
graders, numerically. During 1956-57, large numbers of third graders 
were not reached. The writer concludes that, in some way, FFD was not 
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appealing to children of this age. 
The question which then presents itself is whether any of the 
Center's other programs for children this age were 'draining off' the in-
terests of the children. Table IV shows the membership figures for the 
other JKprograms open to first, second, and third graders during the 
first half of the 1956-57 program year. 
TABLE IV. 
CHILDREN 'WHO 1NERE MEMBERS OF OTHER GROUPS OPEN TO FIRST, SECOND AND 
THIRD GRADERS DURING THE FIRST HALF OF THE PROGRAM YEAR 1956-57. 
Activity Members a OverlaR FFD Did not overlap FFD 
Wed. ceramics 6 2 4 
Mon. ceramics 10 4 6 
Square dance 16 5 u 
Gymnasiumb 30 .J.i.. ....&.. 
Total 62 ~ ...1L 
Add- No. of children participating in FFD ••••••••••• 23 
Total different children in all groups 59 
Percentage involved in at least one program •••••••• 54. 
a. In the case of the square dance group, only first, second, and 
third graders were counted. 
b. The figures on the gymnasium program are estimates, made at the 
writer's request by the Physical Education Director during Ja-
nuary, 1957. 
From Table IV, it is clear that the drop in the percentage 
reached by Friday Funday was not caused by the competition of the other 
programs of the Center. In fact, some forty-six per cent of the eligiele 
children--fifty children--were not participating in any of the agency's 
groups. Since these other groups were in existence in previous years, 
one can conclude that there was, during the Fall of 1956, a sizeable 
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group of chi~dren not involved in any program, though their counterparts 
had been involved in Friday Funday during the 1954-55 program year. 
Some of the possible reasons for the above findings will be 
discussed in Chapter V, by which time more data will have been brought 
to bear. At this point, however, the writer advances the speculation 
that Friday Funday did not reach children because it wasn't "reaching" 
them. That is, Friday Funday was not involving as large a portion of 
the eligible children as it had in previous years because it was not 
functioning in such a way as to enable the children to build meaningful 
relationships and gain meaningful satisfactions within the program. 
Secondly, perhaps FFD, which was set up as an introductory program, and 
showed this orientation through the use of words such as "exposing" and 
"preparing", could not hold children more than one year. For, if one 
makes the unsupported assumption that much of its success in 1954-55 was 
with the first graders, then some of the same children represent the 
second grade "bulge" during the year 1955-56, and the third grade "bulge" 
during 1956-57. 
SUMMARY. 
The Friday Funday program was evaluated, during the period from 
October, 1954 to January, 1957, in terms of its expressed goal of "reaching". 
children. It was found that fifty per cent, considered a good proportion, 
were involved in the program during the 1954-55 season, but that this 
proportion dropped to twenty-five per cent during 1955-56, and to twenty-
.! one per cent during the first half of the 1956-57 season. It was suggested 
that part of the reason for this dropoff may be found in the way the 
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program was functioning. This dropoff was not due to competition by the 
other programs within the agency, since forty-six per cent of the appro-
priate aged children were not enrolled·in any of the programs. 
-- .. .:. . .:.;.._::..__- :_ 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROGRAM FACTORS AND GROUP ATT&~DANCE 
IN·rRODUCTION. 
This chapter will consider the "success" or lack of success of 
Friday Funday in regard to the program activities actually carried out. 
In addition to the fact that group work practice is built around the 
idea of program activities, it has been pointed out that one of the ori-
ginal goals of FFD was "exposing youngsters to different levels and types 
of group activity". Bu.t in attempting to measure the effects of specific 
meetings and specific activities one encounters some difficult problems. 
How does one judge which were successful meetings? How can one be sure 
that one's judgment coincides with those of the children who were present? 
The first redefinition which had to be made was to redefine 
the children's judgment of a meeting as successful in terms of their 
attendance tbe following week. Most of the children in Friday Funday saw 
each other at other times during the week, and it seems logical to assume 
that a pleasant, satisfying meeting would not only cause those children 
who had been there to return, but also lead to word-of-mouth advertising. 
, It was decided, then, to break down a series of meetings as precisely 
as possible into the activities which were carried on, and to note the 
attendance the following week. 
It soon became apparent, however, that this could not be done. 
There were too many activities carried on at any one FFD meeting, and 
these specific activities were often carried on by one of the smaller 
'interest' groups, for one to be able to note the effects of one activi~. 
1..L. 
The writer decided that, for the 1954-55 program year--that year for 
which the fullest and most complete process records were available--he 
would go over the record of each meeting and at tempt to judge it as 
"successful" or "less successful". Realizing the dangers of trying to 
extrapolate such a judgment from a record written with other purposes in 
mind, it was decided to base the judgment upon what judgment the Worker 
made, or seemed to make, in the Interpretation section12of his record. 
Comments such as "the kids really enjoyed this meeting", "the atmosphere 
was much improved", were taken as judgments of overall success. Expres-
sions such as "! don 1 t think the Purim stuff went over too well" were 
taken as judgments of less successful meetings. 
In extrapolating these judgments, it was assumed that each 
Worker has an internalized set of criteria by which he judges each mee-
ting, and that these sets of criteria derive from his understanding of 
13 the basic coneepts and goals of Social Group Work. In other words, it 
was hoped, the Worker judged as successfUl those meetings during which 
children derived benefit in many areas from the activities they partici-
pated in. 
The specific questions which it was hoped the data would help 
answer were three: 
(1) Was there some demonstrable relationship, during the 1954-55 
season, between more successful meetings and attendance the following 
12. The "Outline for Keeping a Chronological Record of a Group", used 
, by students at the Boston University School of Social Work, uses this 
'' term to refer to the recorder's analytical comments after the narrative. l· 
13. Cf. Tracker, Social Group Work, Chapter 9. 
!I 
! 
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week? It was expected that the findings would show that successful mee-
tings tended to produce higher attendance the following week, because 
of the members' desire to return plus their word-of-mouth advertising. 
If this should prove to be so, it was reasoned, a way would have been 
suggested by which FFD could reach more children. 
(2) Were any particular sorts of activities related to more success-
ful meetings, or to less successful ones? The writer did not feel that 
there would be any such relationship, because, in his experience, the 
way an activity is introduced and the timing can often be more impor-
tant for the group's response than the nature of the activity itself. If 
such a relationship were to be found, however, it might indicate that 
the nature of the activities had been more important &han these other 
factors. 
(3) What would be the effects of involving the children themselves 
in planning the next week's activities upon attendance that next week? 
One could argue that a child who had had a voice in planning the next 
week's activities would tend to identifY himself with the activities 
> I 
that much more, and would look forward to them during the week;··· Would 
this hold true whatever the activities? Would this hold true even if 
he had only been involved to the extent that the Worker had shared his 
own plans with the children? 
MORE AND LESS SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS. 
As was bound to happen, some meetings seemed clearly to fall 
tj --------------11 
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into the more successful category, and some into the less successful, and 
a few into an 'uncertain' category. The writer classified these last as 
best he could, hoping that his errors were cancelling each other out. 
Table V shows the distribution: 
TABLE V 
"MORE SUCCESSFUL" AND "LESS SUCCESSFUL" FFD MEETL~GS DURING 1954-55 
· CategorY No. of meetings Per cent of total 
More successful 
Less successful 
Total 
15 
....§.... 
23 100 
That sixty-five per cent of the meetings were "more successful" 
would seem to go along with the idea that 1954-55 was, overall, a good 
year for Friday Funday. But were these aeetings characterized by larger 
or smaller attendance, either at the meetings or the week after? Table 
VI gives these findings: 
TABLE VI 
MEAN ATTENDANCE THE WEEK OF AND THE WEEK AFTER MEETINGS 
=============---========----
Categor:y 
More successful 
Less successful 
Total 
Attendance at meeting 
26.0 
27.0 
26.4 
Attendance week after 
Table VI shows that there was a slight tendency for more sue-
:i cessful meetings to be followed the next week by a larger attendance than 
• was true of less successful meetings, although this tendency is probably 
·i 
i 
too slight to be given much importance. To answer the question originally 
posed, there is no striking tendency for more successful meetings to sti-
mulate larger attendances the following week, though there is a slight 
tendency in this direction. 
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND ATTENDANCE. 
Wilson and Ryland's discussion of "the role of program in group 
work"16 was chosen as the basis for breaking down the program activities 
of the 1954-55 season into specific categories. The writer revised and 
added to Wilson and Ryland's list, however. The categories chosen were: 
"active games", such as sports, bowling, relay races; 
"less active games", including familiar circle, mystery, and verbal 
contests; 
"music and rhythm"; 
"dramatics", including both 'formal' and 1 creative'; 
"story telling"; 
"crafts to product", which includes crafts and manual activities 
which have as their specific goal the completion of a product which is 
not~then used as the basis for future programming; 
"crafts to project", crafts activities the products of which are used 
in future programming; 
"special", including in this program year two trips, and two sessions 
devoted to watching movies, in part. 
It was thought that if one sort of activity was associated with 
a higher percentage of successful than less successful meetings, this 
·. ----------
16. Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social Group Work Practice, 
·. Part II. 
·'··----·--··· 
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. would suggest that activities of this sort tended to be more satisfying 
·for the group in terms of the Worker's objectives. Table VII shows the 
.relationships actually found: 
TABLE VII 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AT MEETINGS DURING 1954-55 
AND SUCCESS OF THE MEETINGS 
Activity 
More successful 
meetings at which 
emploYed 
No. Per cent 
· Dramatics 9 60 
Crafts to project 9 60 
Active games 7 47 
Special 4 26 
Music and rhythm 6 40 
iStories 4 27 
Crafts to product 4 26 
Less active games 2 13 
Less successful Total meetings 
meetings at which at which 
emploYed employed 
No. Per cent No. Per cent 
1 
2 
2 
0 
4 
3 
4 
3 
= 
13 
25 
25 
0 
50 
38 
50 
38 
10 
11 
9 
4 
10 
7 
8 
5 
43 
48 
39 
17 
43 
30 
35 
22 
: Average no. of different activities per meeting: more successful •• 3.3 
less successful. • 2.6 
total ••••••• 3.1 
From Table VII, dramatics, crafts to project, active games, and 
•;special activities were associated with a larger percentage of more sue-
cessful meetings than of less successful. This does not prove any causal 
::connection, of course. It does indicate some relationship, however. It is 
.• interested that a strong theoretical argument can be made for each of 
: these four activities being satisfying to children of first, second, and 
:. ~ 
; third~age. Dramatics, especially of the informal variety, can give chil-
: 
!idren of this age a chance to utilize their high rate of fantasy production. 
Crafts to project--i.e., crafts carried out as part of a larger project--
one could assume to involve activity carrying over an extended period of 
time. Crafts to project might therefore be expected to build a higher 
level of motivation on the part of the child. Active games might be 
expected to provide a much-desired physical and emotional release for 
17 c 
the child who came to FFD after a largely sedentary day at school. And, 
of course, "special" activities have the added excitement of being what 
their name states. 
One would also be able to explain the fact that more successful 
activities were characterized by more activities per meeting. Many ac-
tivities going on, and the resultant excitement and interest, could add 
both to the atmosphere of meetings and to the children's feelings about 
the nature of Friday Funday. 
To answer the question posed in the Introduction to this chapter, 
it was found that four kinds of activities--dramatics, crafts to project, 
active games, and special--tended to be associated more often with more 
successful than with less successful meetings. lhen this question was 
posed, it was pointed out that if such a relationship would be found, it 
might indicate that the children might have been more interested in the 
activities than in the peripheral factors such as their relationships 
within the group, or with the Worker, the way the activities were intro-
duced, etc. The writer feels that this may have been the case, and will 
discuss some of the possible reasons in chapter V. 
17. Wilson and Ryland, op. cit., Part II. The authors point out 
such psychological functions of common group work program activities. 
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EFFECTS OF INVOLVING CHILDREN IN PLANNING. 
B,y and large the activities engaged in by the children in FFD 
during 1954-55 could be divided into none-shot" and "project" activities. 
The "one-shot" activities were carried out just for the enjoyment of them, 
from the children's point of view. The "project" activities, on the 
other hand, usually' included several different categories, and were built 
around a theme. For example, the FFD Purim party involved two weeks of 
one small group preparing decorations, another rehearsing a play, a third 
practicing with a rhythm band, and so on. These crafts, dramatics, and 
musical activities, respectively, are 11 project" activities. 
It was expected that "project" activities would, among other 
things, tend to stimulate greater interest and, therefore, larger atten-
dance. Children would become more personally involved with the activities 
since they could look forward to the results. They would both return 
more regularly and would advertise the project to their friends. (Also, 
perhaps, the publicity around the project would be more attractive to 
children. In fact, almost all of the publicity was around projects whibh 
FFD was engaged in.) 
In studying the records, however, it was not possible to judge 
the extent to which children themselves had participated in planning the 
projects. The Worker often made comments such as "response to the idea of 
a party was good", or "I think the kids will be looking forward to the 
trip." The only thing that could be said, with any certainty, was that 
at a particular meeting the children were or were not made aware of what 
they would most likely be doing the next meeting. It is this awareness 
which was taken as an indication of "planning". If there was some discus-
sion or announcement of next week's activities at a meeting, then this 
meeting was considered to have included "planning". Table VIII shows the 
relationship between "planning" at a meeting and mean attendance the fol-
lowing week: 
TABLE VIII 
EFFECT OF 0 PLANNING11 UPON THE FOLLOWL~G WEEK'S ATTENDANCE 
Sessions at which 
there was planning 
Sessions at which 
there wasn't 
Total 
Number of sessions MtfA attendance next week 
10 
12 
22 
31.8 
22.8 
26.8a 
a. This differs from the overall mean attendance, since the last 
meeting of the year was not included in this Table. 
The difference shown in Table VIII is so large as to be striking. 
It is all the more striking if one considers the wide range of factors 
which have not been controlled: cold weather, snow, illness, parents' 
availability to drive, and so on. How can this striking difference be 
explained? 
One explanation might center around the importance of how the 
children conceived of FFD. Perhaps when they were involved in planning, 
and saw FFD as a continuing program with which they could identify, they 
were more positively disposed to come. In other words, just a loose .. 
succession of "one-shot" activities did not provide the setting for a 
child's identifying himself, in his own mind, as a member of FFD. 
It was at this point that the writer started to wonder whether 
the entire Friday Funday structure had provided this opportunity for 
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this identification, which has seemed to be a factor several times. It 
was decided to postpone such an evaluative discussion until after consi-
deration had been given to the third of FFD's goals, preparing children 
18 for participation in clubs. 
SUMMARY. 
That aspect of FFD which had been sll.\tmed up as "exposing young-
sters to ••• group activity" was studied in its effects upon group atten-
dance. It was found that meetings of the 1954-55 program year could be 
divided into "more successful" and "less successful", but that only a 
slight relationship between the success of a meeting and attendance the 
following week could be found. Four specific program activities--active 
games, dramatics, crafts to be used in a project, and special activities--
seemed to be related to more successful meetings. The children's involve-
ment in planning was found to be a striking predictor of attendance the 
following week. It was thought that this difference was related to the 
opportunities which involvement in planning gave the children to identify 
themselves with Friday Funday. 
18. See Chapter V, Page 3 ~ • 
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CHAPTER V 
AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PARTICIPATION IN FRIDAY FUNDAY UPON 
PARTICIPATION IN CLUBS 
INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter will attempt to study the success of FFD in "pre-
paring children for future participation in clubs". Since the structure 
of the Center's program is based on club-groups, formed from one or two 
school-graders, the expectation is that a child will most benefit from 
progressing from,the fourth-and-fifth-grade-boys-club to the sixth-grade 
boys club, for example. This will enable the child to participate in 
progressive group experiences with his age-rna tes. In addition to the 
benefits the members receive from their group experiences, this arrange-
ment of clubs retains some flexibility, since a fifth grader, say, who 
has never been a member of a group, can walk in and join the appropriate 
fifth grade club. 
Friday Funday was originally seen as preparation for these clubs. 
After having participated in FFD, it was hoped, the child would have got-
ten accustomed to group experience, and would be ready to join the fourth 
grade club. The structure of FFD was deliberately made less formal than 
that of the clubs; thus, the idea of FFD being a large group which does 
not break down into structured small groups at each meeting. Seemingly 
this approach was based on the known slowly increasing ability of childre 
of this age to handle group relationships~9 
This area presented fewer problems of redefinition than the 
19. See, for example, ~ilson and Ryland, op. cit., page 105. 
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previous areas. The direct question could be asked: did the children who 
had been in Friday Funday join the clubs? It must be admitted, however, 
that even this question narrows down the original goal considerablj. ?or 
how is one to judge how large a part FFD played in "preparing" the child, 
personally, to become a member of a club. Might he not have joined the 
club anyway? Could not some children have 'graduated' FFD, gone on to 
become members of clubs, and still be unprepared in the emotional sense? 
Furthermore, realizing the real differences among the clubs in competence 
of leadership, program, and group relationships, might not a prepared 
graduate of FFD not joined a particular club simply because he wasn't 
interested in this particular club? 
All of these questions are, of course, valid. They could not 
be considered within the context of this study, however, and were there-
fore excluded. 
Two specific questions were posed. First, to what extent does 
FFD act as preparation for clubs. That is, if half of the third-graders 
had been members of FFD, but three-quarters of the next year's fourti1 
grade boys' club were former FFD'ers, then FFD had been a force within 
the agency in preparing children for clubs. Or, at least, sucn would be 
the suggestion. Second, to what extent did FFD prepare itw own members 
for participatio~ in clubs. What proportion of Friday Fundayers actually 
did become members of clubs? A high proportion, in both cases, would be 
at least suggestive of greater success. 
I! FRIDAY FUNDAY AS A FORCE IN THE AGKN"CY PREPARING FOR CLUBS. 
The two clubs which were studied were the fourth-and-fifth-grade 
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boys' club, and fourth-and-fifth-grade-girls' club, both as of January, 
1957. Friday Funday had been in operation for two years before, so that 
both the fourth and the fifth graders had had the chance to participate 
in FFD. 
The writer reasoned that if FFD had been a potent force making 
for participation in clubs, then a sizeable pronortion of the club members 
would be former Friday Fundayers. In other words, if FFD, both through 
the actual children who had been members and through its publicity, had 
laid the groundwork for club participation, it would seem logical to ex-
pect that a large proportion of the club members would be former FFD'ers. 
TableiX gives the statistics for 1956-57: 
TABLE \X 
MEMBERS OF FOURTH ~~D FIFTH GRADE CLUBS IN JANUARY, 1957, nRO HAD, 
A.ti'D HAD NOT BEEN MEMBERS OF FRIDAY FUNDAY 
Had been in FFD Had not been in FFD 
Name of Group No. Per cent No. Per cent 
Fourth and fifth grade 
boys' club 5 33 10 67 
Fourth and fifth grade 
girls' club 
--L ..11_ ~ ....§.L 
Total ...lQ_ _li_ _l2_ ....§2_ 
In other words, according to Table I, FFD had not been a numeri-
cally potent force in building participation in the clubs. Only about 
one-third of the club members were former FFD'ers. 
DID FRIDAY FUNDAYERS THl1~SELVES BECOME MEMBERS OF CLUBS? 
The other side of the question of preparing children for parti-
cipation in clubs was also considered. That is, once a child became a 
j4 
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member of FFD, did he later become a member of the appropriate club? 
The answer, with regard to those children who had been third graders in 
FFD during 1955-56, is given in Table xl: 
TABLE :X:J 
THIRD GRADE FRIDAY FUNDAYERS DURING THE 1955-56 SEASON WHO BECAME 
MEMBERS OF CLUBS THE FOLLOWING SEASON 
- --
Did Join c,!.ub Did not Join club 
Sex Total No. in FFD llo. Per cent No, Per cent 
Boys 4 4 100 0 0 
Girls __:]_ __j_ _1l._ __£__ ~ 
Total 
..ll.... _<L ...a6.... ..L ..JA._ 
Table Xl points out that the overwhelming proportion of the 
small number of third graders involved in FFD during 1955-56 did go on 
to become members of the appropriate clubs. As far as can be seen from 
this very limited sample, then, FFD did prepare its own members to go 
on to clubs, 
One question remained. Had FFD 8 prepared" those of its members 
-- - ~ ---- - N~ ' -' • 
who were first and second graders to come back to FFD the following year? 
What was the carry-over from one year to the next? 
The most successful year of FFD,(at least satistically) 1954-55 
was chosen as the base period. It was found that, of the fifty-odd chil-
dren who had been members of FFD during 1954-55, of whom it can be assumed 1 
two-thirds were first and second graders, onlY' sixteen per cent, or 
eight children, appear in the rosters for the following year. Thus, appro-
H ximately fifty per cent of the 1954-55 Fundayers--about twenty-five 
children--neither returned to FFD nor joined the clubs the following 
·~::-:::~-~-- .•. - -~-~--~--":::::~'7:--:::::----:::::::·.·=· ---· -· --- ~-~ ---- ----- --.:-:--::=:::::-:::·~ :~-:::::::=;;:_- --.--.-- ·--~=-. -""":::";::' ______ - -- :··- ··.-:---.~ --~ . 
---·- ----·---~------- ~·- --
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year. Some of them may have joined special-interest groups. But, as 
was pointed out in Chapter IV, forty-six per cent of the first through 
third grade members were not active in any of the programs, and probably 
some of the former Fundayers were in this category. 
POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS. 
Faced with these seemingly conflicting bits of evidence, the 
writer could see one possible explanation which seemed to pull together 
several of the previous findings as well as those of this chapter. 
The writer speculates that there exists a certain "core" of children 
among the membership who attend just about all and any programs which 
the Center has to offer their age-group. These are the children who 
joined FFD during 1955-56 and 1956-57, when the program had lost its 
earlier broader appeal. And these are the children who went on to be-
come members of clubs. They became members of clubs the following year 
not so much because of the preparation they had received in FFD, but 
because they were the "goers", as it were, or the "joiners". 
A sizeable group of other children had been members of FFD 
during 1954-55 when, for reasons which are probably beyond the scope of 
'
1 this study, FFD had been able to attract a large number of children. 
il 
•
1 These children did not return to FFD the following year, nor did they 
join clubs, for the most part. In part they didn't become active the 
following year in the Center's programs at all, but joined some others 
who had never been active to form the "non-going" forty-six per cent. 
Why, according to this idea, didn't FFD during its successful 
1954-55 season prepare members for clubs? And why was the percentage of 
returnees so small? Children did not tend to return to FFD because 
FFD was not built around a program which progressed from year to year. 
It was conceived as an "introduction", and the activities, from year to 
year, tended to be 'introductory•. To give an impressionistic example: 
the writer has learned that the FFD celebration of the Jewish Holiday 
of Chanuka was very much the same in 1955-56 as it had been in December, 
1954, and as it was in December, 1956. In other words, it was possible 
for a child to 1outgrow 1 FFD just by virtue of having participated in 
much the same activities the previous year. 
Finally, the writer speculates, FFD was not a force in the 
agency making for bolstering the club membership because FFD did not 
include within its own structure the idea of clubs. FFD was what Coyle 
would classify as a "more or less loosely structured play group•~0 ra-
ther than a club. The trappings of club structure--devices making for 
identification with the group, a continuous and definable membership, 
membership in the Center's group of clubs, etc.--were lacking. Children 
may have seen FFD more as a "cafeteria", as a place to go to for certain 
activities, and not associated it with the club progression at all. 
The above reasoning is, of course, theory rather than fact. 
It has one of the main virtues of a good theory in that, at least for 
the writer, it explains lll8l1Y of the findings of this study. It helps 
explain, for example, the tendency of the children to identify wi~~ 
the activities rather than with the entity "Friday Funday" as was shown 
20. Grace Coyle, Group Work with AJ!erican Youth, Chapter III. 
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by the great effect of involvement in planning upon attendance. It may 
help explain some of the difficulty encountered during the last two pro-
gram years in reaching children, in that FFD may have been destroying 
the interest of its own potential members, through remaining always an 
'introductory' program. 
SUMMARY. 
The third of the original goals, "preparing children for future 
participation in clubs" was the subject matter of this chapter. It was 
found that only a small proportion of the membership of two clubs was 
composed of former Fundayers. In another case, it was found that almost 
all third-grade P'undayers had gone on to become members of clubs. The 
percentage of returneees to FFD was very- low. An attempt was made to 
explain these findings in terms of characteristics in herent in the 
FFD structure. 
·-~---·-·---~----
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CHAPTER VI. 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
REVIEW OF THE STUDY. 
This has been a study of the Friday Funday program at the 
Brockton IMYWHA Community Center, over the period from October, 1954, 
to December, 1956. The goals of the program were redefined in such a 
way as to make statistical measurement possible, in an attempt to deter-
mine whether a group work program can be valuated in this way. All of 
the data used was derived from records written by members of the Center's 
staff. 
The three goals which were considered were: 
(1) Reaching as many as possible 41 the first, second, and third 
grade members as possible, 
(2) Exposing these children to different levels and types of group 
activity, 
(3) Preparing these children, through their experiences in FFD, for 
participation in clubs as they grew older. 
The questions posed were: 
(1) To what extent was Friday Funday successful in attaining each 
of the above three goals? 
(2) Could a study make ordered sense through the methods of rede-
' finition and statistical measurement employed? 
It was stated at the outset that many of the aspects of Friday 
Fu.nday would not be included in this study, although these excluded 
areas may have been important ones. 
~~ ---~- u-~·----·­
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Considering a child reached if he became a member of FFD, during 
1954-55 fifty per cent of the potential was reached, during 1955-56 
twenty-five per cent, and during the first half of 1956-57 twenty-one 
per cent. The percentage for the latter two years was considered unsa-
tisfactory. 
It was fo1md possible to divide the meetings during 1954-55 into 
more and less successful. The factors associated with more successful 
meetings were the utilization of many different activities at a meeting, 
and the utilization of activities which were classified as "dramatics", 
"active games", ·drafts to a project", and "special". There was a slight 
tendency for more successful meetings to be followed the next week by a 
larger attendance. There was a marked tendency for meetings at which 
the children had been involved in the planning for the next week to be 
followed by a larger attendance. It was suggested that this may show the 
importance of giving children an opportunity to identify themselves with 
the program. 
Membership in FFD meant that a child probably would go on to 
become a member of a club, if that child were a third grader. Only a 
small number, however, of first and second graders returned to FFD for 
another year, and many of them ceased to be active in any of the groups. 
It was suggested that this may be due to the fact that the program was 
not so set up as to involve a child in a progression of activities from 
year to year, but rather tha& the activities tended to remain the same 
from year to year. It was speculated that the structure of FFD was not 
such as to facilitate identification with a definable group. 
·- --~.~--~-----
. . . -
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Overall, then, in so far as the methods used in this study have 
been valid ones, Friday Funday during the period from 1955 to December, 
1956, was not fulfilling any of its three goals. To some extent, it was 
exposing its members to a variety of levels and types of group experience, 
but these experiences tended to repeat the previous year's, for some 
children. During the 1954-55 season, FFD was more successful in meeting 
goals 1 and a; as for preparing its members for continued group experience 
it was not successful with regard to the first and second graders. 
As to the aethods, the reader, if he has an understanding of 
group work, will have to make the last evaluation. In the writer 1 s 
opinion, the methods used in this study were valid with regard to those 
areas being considered. The large number of variables not controlled 
\:;1 
for in any way seriousAlimit the applicability of the findings, and their 
definitiveness. It is the writer's opinion, however, that when findings 
of the sort made in this study support each other-for example, when the 
same conclusions are hinted at in each of three areas, as with the ques-
tion of the children's identification with the program--they are suffi-
ciently valid to provide serious food for thought. 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 
(1) The Center should take pains, when setting up a program 
such as Friday Funday, that the goals be as specific as possible, to 
allow for future testing. As the writer has heard a professional research 
person remark: "the only real way to keep refining an agency's service 
is by making the goals as specific as possible, keeping adequate records, 
and periodically evaluating the program's movement towards goals. What 
.. -- ·- --- -;------··: - - ----:--------~- ··--:--~ 
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is important is this process." 
(2) The Center should decide in advance which programs need to 
be recorded most fully, which sketchily, and which not at all. In this 
way, someone conducting a study in the future will not be faced with the 
same variability of completeness in recording as was encountered in 
this study. 
(3) The question of continuity of a child's group experience 
should be reexamined. Perhaps there could be a card with a cWd.d 1 s name 
on it, and a list of the groups he has been active in. T)lis might be 
of help in deciding which groups should be open to whom. 
(4) Among the programs open to first, second and third graders, 
there should be an opportunity for a child of this age to join and par-
ticipate in the programs of a small, stable group. For those children 
who are able to use this experience, or might want it, such a program 
should give a child an opportunity to identify himself both with a 
definable group of peers and with an adult leader. Such groups could 
be known as "clubs" so as to make for more continuity between membership 
in them and membership in the older clubs. 
(5) Periodically, someone at the Center should go through the 
same sort of process which the writer describes in Chapter III, in order 
to determine what proportion of a grade-sex group is being reached by 
the Center's program. In this way, trends will become much clearer, and 
21. Jacob I. Hurwitz, "Research and Social Work", an address deli-
vered March 22, 1957. These sentences are quoted from memory, and may 
be somewhat paraphrased. Compare the same au thor 1 s "Systematizing 
Social Group Work Practice"J S o~t.\o..\ Wo..,..\C.1 3 IS f II. !I'' ~-1. 'I., 
)4./y# 11~'" 
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the staff may be able to focus their actiTities on one segment or another 
of the total program which seems to be enco-:J:c-lt~rin.g :?~'J'Jl:::'ns. 
VALUES OF THE STUDY. 
This study had perhaps most value for the writer. In the pro-
cess of conducting it, the writer was forced to start "thinking research" 
not only with regard to his being the Worker in Friday Funday but also 
about his own practice in the agency. He started to adopt a frame of 
reference of "how can one prove what is going on?" which he felt was 
very helpful to him. Secondly, once having collected some of the data 
the writer was able to go ahead on the basis of it and mobilize his own 
efforts towards changing and imporoving the program. In other words, 
carrying out this study acted as a catalyst in changing the program. 
For the agency, perhaps, the process of carrying out this 
study may have had some of the same values. Through discussion at staff 
meetings, for example, another staff member• was motivated to perform 
the same sort of study of "who is being reached" with regard to fourth, 
fifth, and sixth graders that the writer had done with first, second, and 
third graders. 
As a study, it represents an attempt to apply a sort of method 
which bas not often been applied to programs carried on as Social Group 
Work. Though this study did not get down to the bed rock, as it were, of 
the group work process, it was a step in attempting to see a group work 
program as moving from a beginning towards a set of goals. With all the 
limitations of this study--those explicit as the areas which were exclu-
ded, and those implicit such as the limited competence of the writer--
--~-----~----- -----
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it was a novel way of approaching the study of a program. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY. 
The method of this study might be cross-checked by having two 
persons study the same program, one using the process of redefinition and 
tabulation used here, the other studying the program from the more or-
thodox and more impressionistic point of view. Would these two persons 
arrive at compatible conclusions? 
With regard to the program itself, what are attainable goals 
for such a program? What are the repercussions of "successful" and 
"unsuccessful" meetings in terms of the group members? Can any residue, 
as it were, of more successful or less successful programs be detected 
in the group members a number of years after their participa.tion? 
Vthat proportion of the membership can, realistically, be reached by 
the program of an agency such as the Center? How correct are an inves-
tigator's judgments of "successful meetings" when compared with the 
members' feelings? 
Probably, future investigators will have to delimit their 
field of inquiry and hedge their conclusions as the present v~iter did. 
Enough such limited, hedged studies, however, put together, may add up 
to definite conclusions. 
:! 
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